Verbal Memory Decline following DBS for Parkinson’s Disease: Structural Volumetric MRI Relationships
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Abstract

Background
Parkinson’s disease is a chronic degenerative movement disorder. The mainstay of treatment is medical. In certain patients Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) may be offered. However, DBS has been associated with post-operative neuropsychology changes, especially in verbal memory.

Objectives
Firstly, to determine if pre-surgical thalamic and hippocampal volumes were related to verbal memory changes following DBS. Secondly, to determine if clinical factors such as age, duration of symptoms or motor severity (UPDRS Part III score) were related to verbal memory changes.

Methods
A consecutive group of 40 patients undergoing bilateral Subthalamic Nucleus (STN)-DBS for PD were selected. Brain MRI data was acquired, pre-processed and structural volumetric data was extracted using FSL. Verbal memory test scores for pre- and post-STN-DBS surgery were recorded. Linear regression was used to investigate the relationship between score change and structural volumetric data.

Results
A significant relationship was demonstrated between change in List Learning test score and thalamic (left, p = 0.02) and hippocampal (left, p = 0.02 and right p = 0.03) volumes. Duration of symptoms was also associated with List Learning score change (p = 0.02 to 0.03).
Conclusion

Verbal memory score changes appear to have a relationship to pre-surgical MRI structural volumetric data. The findings of this study provide a basis for further research into the use of pre-surgical MRI to counsel PD patients regarding post-surgical verbal memory changes.

Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a chronic, degenerative disorder whose cardinal features include bradykinesia, resting tremor and muscle rigidity [1].

The mainstay of treatment in PD is pharmacological, primarily targeted at increasing dopaminergic activity in the nigro-striatal pathway. However, as the disease progresses, increasing doses are required which are associated with the onset of unwanted drug-induced dyskinesias and motor fluctuations [2].

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) provides a non-pharmacological treatment modality for medically refractory PD patients. DBS involves the insertion of electrodes into a particular subcortical area and stimulating it at particular frequencies so as to provide symptomatic relief [3]. The most common targets for DBS in PD are the Subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the globus pallidus interus (GPI). Randomised trials have shown no significant difference in the improvement of motor outcomes comparing DBS of either target [4-5].

DBS has been associated with cognitive changes and these may be attributable to poorly defined patient selection criteria [6], changes in medical therapy, surgical complications [7] or to the stimulation itself. It had been suggested that cognitive changes were more frequent in patients undergoing STN stimulation [4]. However, a recent randomised controlled trial showed no difference in cognitive outcomes between patients undergoing STN or GPI DBS [8].

We have previously reported verbal memory decline in a cohort of patients who underwent bilateral STN DBS [9]. Whilst the reasons for such changes following DBS are complex, correlates between structural brain changes and cognition in PD patients may help predict post-DBS changes in cognitive testing.

Verbal memory impairment has been associated with hippocampal atrophy in an MRI study of PD patients [10]. Whilst not thus far investigated in PD patients, volumetric MRI studies of normal subjects [11] and epileptic patients [12] have demonstrated a relationship between the thalamic volume and verbal memory performance.

Hence, it may be possible that certain pre-disposed individuals are more susceptible to post-surgical verbal memory changes. Thus, the aim of this study was to explore the relationship between pre-surgical thalamic and hippocampal volumes with post-DBS surgery score decline in verbal memory.

Methods

Patient selection

A consecutive group of 40 patients with PD was identified retrospectively from the Functional Neurosurgical Movement Disorders database. Patients selected for DBS by the multidisciplinary team were those PD patients with medically refractory disease, including those with motor complications and dyskinesias, compromising their quality of life, without significant neuropsychological or neuropsychiatric impairment, a Levodopa challenge test showing at least 30% improvement and an unremarkable brain MRI scan. To achieve a homogenous patient group, only patients who had undergone Bilateral STN DBS were selected. This was a retrospective
study accessing data obtained during routine clinical care of patients. As such based on our institution policy, no ethical approval was required.

Patient demographics including age, gender, duration of diagnosis, UPDRS part III (off) score and handedness was extracted from patient notes. A summary of demographics is included in Table 1. All patients received a post-implantation stereotactic CT to fuse with pre-operative stereotactic MRI verifying the position of active DBS contact in the STN. At follow-up, a satisfactory motor response was observed in all patients in our cohort [13].

MRI Data acquisition and electrode localisation

Routine preoperative MRI scans were available for all 40 patients. Preoperative stereotactic MRI was performed with a GE (General Electric) 1.5T HD MRI scanner, equipped with Twin Speed gradients. For all patients MRI imaging was performed with Leksell G Frame (Elekta Instrument AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The MRI protocol included a T1-weighted 3-dimensional inversion recovery prepared fast spoiled gradient echo volume, with inversion time = 450ms, echo time (TE) = 3.5 ms, repetition time (TR) = 8.4ms, flip angle = 25° and receiver bandwidth (BW) = +/- 23 KHz. The inversion recovery prepared spoiled gradient echo volume images were acquired with field of view = 300 mm, NEX = 1, matrix = 256 x 256, and slice thickness = 1.5 mm. The 3D MR images were transferred offline for subsequent analysis. All patients underwent a post-operative stereotactic CT scan which was fused with the pre-operative stereotactic MRI scan to verify the position of the electrodes. In all cases the electrode position was deemed within the STN target thus not requiring any revisional surgery.

MRI Image pre-processing

Raw MRI images exported from the MRI scanner were manually assessed to ensure that there was no evidence of major head motion or other image artefacts. All 40 scans passed this assessment. An example of a scan is included in Fig 1.

Skull and neck voxels were removed using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET), part of FMRIB’s Software Library (FSL) (v4.19) [14–15]. Bias field correction was then applied, using FAST, also a part of FSL [16]. The corrected image was then used in subsequent processing steps.

Structure volume estimation

Two structures were selected, the thalamus and hippocampus. The algorithm FIRST, was applied to separately estimate left and right volumes of each structural region.

FIRST (v1.2) is part of FSL and performs both automated registration and segmentation of the aforementioned structural regions [17]. During registration, the input data (3D T1 images) are transformed to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 standard space, by means of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Patient Demographics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handedness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age at surgery (mean ± SD)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age of onset (mean ± SD)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of illness (mean ± SD)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UPDRS Part III Score (mean ± SD) (n = 38)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of patient demographics. UPDRS Part III score was not available for 2 patients.
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affine transformations based on 12 degrees of freedom (i.e. three translations, three rotations, three scalings and three skews). After structural region registration, a structural region mask is applied, to locate the different structural regions, followed by segmentation based on shape models and voxel intensities. Absolute volumes of the structural region are calculated taking into account the transformations made in the first stage [17]. Finally, a boundary correction is used to determine which boundary voxels belong to the structure or not. In this study a Z-value of 3 was used, corresponding to a 99.998% certainty that the voxel belonged to the structural region.

After registration and segmentation of all 40 MR scans, segmented structural regions were visually checked for errors in registration and segmentation. None were found. An example of structural region segmentation, after boundary correction, is presented in Fig 1. Absolute volumes in millimetres (mm³) for left and right thalamus and hippocampus were acquired as calculated by fslstats, a tool part of the FSL Software Library, for each patient.

Total intracranial volume (TIV) was estimated by multiplying the scaling factor for each input scan (generated from SIENAX) and the MNI 152 ICV. SIENAX starts by extracting brain and skull images from the single whole-head input data [15]. The brain image is then

---

Fig 1. Brain MR images. Axial (top) and coronal (bottom) Brain MR image before (left) and after (right) application of FIRST. The colours correspond to the segmented sub-cortical structures: pink (left hippocampus), light blue (right hippocampus), orange (left thalamus) and purple (right thalamus).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0160583.g001
affine-registered to MNI152 space \cite{18} (using the skull image to determine the registration scaling); this is primarily in order to obtain the volumetric scaling factor, to be used as a normalisation for head size. Next, tissue-type segmentation with partial volume estimation is carried out \cite{19} in order to calculate total volume of brain tissue (including separate estimates of volumes of gray matter and white matter). The MNI 152 ICV was calculated from a priori standard space maps.

Relative volumes were calculated for each structure by dividing the absolute volume (of the structure) by the TIV (for each patient, obtained from SIENAX) x 100. This gave a volume for each sub-cortical structure expressed as a percentage of TIV. This correction allows for variation in head size between patients. Corrected volumes were used in the subsequent statistical analyses.

**Neuropsychological testing**

In this study, verbal memory was assessed pre- and post-DBS surgery \cite{20} using the Birt Memory and Information Processing Battery (BMIPB). All the employed tests have well-validated age-standardised normative data. Neuropsychological tests were administered while the patients were “on” taking their routine medication pre-surgery. The post DBS assessment was carried out in the on-stimulation and on-medication state. Testing was completed on average 6.9 months before (S.D. 2.8 months, Range 3–14 months) and 8.8 months (S.D. 2.0 months, Range 6–16 months) after the surgical procedure.

The BMIPB assessed verbal recall memory through three tests: immediate and delayed story recall and list learning. Parallel versions of the recognition and recall memory tests were given on the post-DBS assessment. Each test in the battery has an age-standardised score with a mean and S.D. of 10 ± 3 respectively. This allowed for comparisons between subjects, independent of age.

**Statistical Analysis**

Data was analysed with IBM SPSS Statistics (Version 22.0.0.0). A p value < 0.05 was chosen as a criterion to determine significance.

A Wilcoxon signed rank-test was used to assess the difference between pre- and post-DBS scores for each of the three tests, as the normality was not met by the data examined, and hence the paired t-test was considered as inappropriate.

Initially, the association between the change in test score and potential confounders including age, duration of symptoms and disease severity (UPDRS Part III score), was assessed with linear regression modeling. A p value of < 0.2 was used for subsequent selection of confounders for the primary analysis.

Linear regression modeling was then used for the primary analysis. The outcome of interest was the absolute change in the test score, and the predictors were the structural volumes of interest and the appropriate significant clinical confounders, as previously determined, for the neuropsychological test of interest.

We also undertook a secondary analysis in which patients were divided into “stable” and “decline” groups for each test. All test scores used for data analysis were based on age-standardised normative data. Hence the standardised score for an individual of any age taking the test was 10 ± 3 (mean ± S.D.). Those whose score dropped by 1 S.D. (3 or more) from their pre-operative score were considered to be in the decline group. All other patients were assigned to the stable group.

The Mann Whitney U test was then used to assess differences in structural volumes between the stable and the decline groups for each neuropsychological test, as the normality distribution
required for the use of t-test was not met. The Mann Whitney U test was also used to assess differences of the post-operative neuropsychological testing interval between stable and decline groups. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to explore the relationship between absolute score change and the post-operative neuropsychological testing interval.

Finally, linear regression modeling was used to examine the relationship of pre-surgical test scores to structural volumetric data and clinical variables. The pre-surgical test score of interest was used as the outcome variable. The structural volumes and clinical variables of interest as predictors. These predictors were examined individually due to the potential correlation between them.

**Results**

The average (± S.D.) volume of the left and right thalamus was 0.59 ± 0.09 and 0.57 ± 0.09 (percentage of total intracranial volume), respectively. Additionally, the average (± S.D.) volume of the left and right hippocampus was 0.29 ± 0.05 and 0.28 ± 0.05 (percentage of total intracranial volume), respectively.

All three neuropsychology tests were associated with a statistically significant decline in scores following DBS; Immediate Story Recall (p < 0.001), Delayed Story Recall (p = 0.001) and List Learning (p = 0.001). The results and mean score decline are included in Table 2.

Age and duration of symptoms were selected as potential confounders of interest for the change in Delayed Story Recall score linear regression model, following prior testing with a univariate model (S1 Table). Similarly, duration of symptoms was selected as an additional confounder for the change in List Learning score model.

Unadjusted linear regression modeling did not demonstrate a relationship between structural volumetric data and verbal memory score change (Table 3). However, the Delayed Story Recall score change model showed important associations with the predictors (Left Thalamus, Right Thalamus, and Left Hippocampus), with considerably low p-values of, 0.06, 0.07, and 0.06 for the three predictors respectively.

Adjustment was then made for age and/or duration of symptoms, as this was associated with the outcome, with a p value of < 0.2, for the related verbal memory tests (List Learning and Delayed Story Recall), as demonstrated in Table 3. UPDRS Part III was not as associated with the outcome variables (p > 0.2) in our initial testing (S1 Table). We did not therefore, adjust for this in subsequent analyses.

The adjusted List Learning score change regression model demonstrated that left thalamic (p = 0.02), left hippocampal (p = 0.02), right hippocampal (p = 0.03) volumes and duration of symptoms (p = 0.02 to 0.03) were significant predictors of post DBS score change (Table 3). Right thalamic volumetric data narrowly missed statistical significance (p = 0.05).

In our secondary analysis (Table 4), there was a significant difference of the left (p = 0.008) and right (p = 0.004) thalamic volumes between those in the decline group and those in the stable group for the Delayed Story Recall test. A significant difference was also noted with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neropsychology Test</th>
<th>Mean Score Change</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Wilcoxon signed rank test (p value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delayed Story Recall (n = 38)*</td>
<td>-1.68</td>
<td>±2.74</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate Story Recall (n = 40)</td>
<td>-1.93</td>
<td>±2.72</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List Learning (n = 40)</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>±2.19</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean score change, standard deviation and the associated p-value, for each test, obtained from Wilcoxon signed rank test.

* Full Delayed Story Recall data was not available for two patients.

DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0160583.t002
There were no significant differences in volumes of structures between groups for the Immediate Story Recall or List Learning. Age was noted to be significantly different (p = 0.03) between decline and stable groups in the Immediate Story Recall analysis. Duration of symptoms was noted to significantly differ between groups for List Learning (p = 0.02).

No significant differences were seen between the duration of post-operative neuropsychological testing interval in stable and decline groups for all tests: Delayed Story Recall (p = 0.47), Immediate Story Recall (p = 0.72) and List Learning (p = 0.59). Furthermore, Pearson correlation coefficient did not show a significant correlation between post-operative neuropsychological testing interval and absolute score change for all tests: Delayed Story Recall (r = 0.07, p = 0.65), Immediate Story Recall (r = 0.17, p = 0.29) and List Learning (r = -0.12, p = 0.47).

Finally, linear regression modeling did not demonstrate a significant relationship between pre-surgical verbal memory scores and structural volumetric data nor with clinical variable data (S2 Table).

Table 3. Linear modelling of change in test scores with volumetric and clinical data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Delayed Story Recall</th>
<th>List Learning</th>
<th>Immediate Story Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
<td>Standard error</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Thalamus</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Thalamus</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of Symptoms</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Left Hippocampus   | 16.90   | 8.80           | 0.06    | 12.10   | 6.82           | 0.09    | 11.87   | 8.58           | 0.18    |
|                    | 12.58   | 8.92           | 0.17    | 16.13   | 6.72           | 0.02    |
| Duration of Symptoms | 0.13  | 0.09           | 0.15    | -0.15   | 0.07           | 0.03    |
| Age                | -0.07   | 0.06           | 0.23    |

| Right Hippocampus  | 9.06    | 9.79           | 0.36    | 11.76   | 7.21           | 0.11    | 8.43    | 9.14           | 0.36    |
|                    | 4.25    | 9.76           | 0.67    | 15.91   | 7.12           | 0.03    |
| Duration of Symptoms | 0.15  | 0.09           | 0.11    | -0.15   | 0.07           | 0.03    |
| Age                | -0.08   | 0.06           | 0.19    |

Table to show the results of linear modelling investigating the relationship of test score change with volumetric and clinical data. The absolute test score change was used as the outcome variable. In the unadjusted model, the volume of the structure of interest was used as the predictor. In the adjusted model, the volume of the structure of interest and clinical variables, found to be of interest (see S1 Table) for the test in question were chosen as predictors. Significant p-values are highlighted in bold. Duration of symptoms was found to be a significant predictor of change in list learning score. Left thalamic and hippocampal and right hippocampal volumes were also found to be significant predictors of list learning score change in the adjusted models. Age was not a significant predictor of score change in any of the neuropsychological tests.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0160583.t003

hippocampal volumes (p = 0.01 for left and p = 0.04 for right hippocampus). There were no significant differences in volumes of structures between groups for the Immediate Story Recall or List Learning. Age was noted to be significantly different (p = 0.03) between decline and stable groups in the Immediate Story Recall analysis. Duration of symptoms was noted to significantly differ between groups for List Learning (p = 0.02).
Discussion

The results of our primary statistical analysis demonstrated that hippocampal (left, \( p = 0.02 \) and right, \( p = 0.03 \)) and thalamic volumes (left \( p = 0.02 \)) were significant predictors of List
Learning score change following STN-DBS. Additionally, volumetric data of the left (p = 0.06) and right thalamus (p = 0.07) and left hippocampus (p = 0.06) suggested an important association with very low p-values, in Delayed Story Recall score change.

The results of our secondary analysis showed that following STN-DBS, patients in the decline group for the Delayed Story Recall test had significantly different left (p = 0.008) and right (p = 0.004) thalamic and left (p = 0.01) and right (p = 0.04) hippocampal volumes compared to those in the stable group.

During DBS-surgery, the electrode typically enters the brain via the prefrontal cortex and passes through the internal capsule and thalamus to reach the STN [21]. Furthermore, studies have suggested extensive reciprocal connections of the thalamus and the hippocampus [22–24]. Hence smaller volumes, and likely fewer reciprocal connections, may make these patients more susceptible to the effects of interruption or attenuation of these connections. This may be through direct effects, such as electrode trajectory or indirectly, through stimulation.

In one electrophysiology study [25], ventrolateral thalamus stimulation during the presentation of information lead to a decrease in recall error in a verbal memory task. However, in the same study, stimulation during the time of recall, increased recall error. The relationship of verbal memory to stimulation is not well delineated and may not be simply explained by the electrode trajectory.

Fronto-striatal dysfunction has been suggested as a factor in such deficits in List Learning scores in PD patients [26]. It is possible that such deficits are partially captured purely by the thalamic or hippocampal volumes. Further studies encompassing volumes of the striatal components may help elucidate their relationship to such deficits.

The hippocampus has been implicated in different memory functions including delayed verbal memory recall [27–28]. Hippocampal and thalamic volumes were however not found to be associated to Immediate Story Recall score changes. This test relies on information entering the patient’s cognition initially via the working memory. Thus it may be less sensitive to deficits in more long-term verbal memory, as tested by Delayed Story Recall. Additionally, the putamen has been suggested to play a role in the screening of information entering the working memory [29].

It may be possible that smaller pre-surgical structural volumes are related to lower pre-surgical score. In one MRI study of normal subjects [11] the volume of left thalamus linked to left temporal lobe was shown to correlate with verbal memory scores. However, in our analysis we did not find a significant relationship between pre-surgical volumes of the thalamus or hippocampus with pre-surgical scores. Hence, whole thalamic or hippocampal volumes may be a less sensitive indicator of verbal memory performance pre-operatively.

In addition to volumetric data, duration of symptoms was also noted to be a significant confounder related to List Learning score change (p = 0.02 to 0.03). Furthermore, in our secondary analysis, duration of symptoms was significantly different (p = 0.02) between stable and decline groups for List Learning. Age was found to be significantly different (p = 0.03) between stable and decline groups for Immediate Story Recall. STN-DBS may perhaps exacerbate the known relationship of disease progression and cognitive decline [30].

Limitations

Firstly, the MR images used in this study were acquired from a 1.5T MRI scanner. Quality of images is an important limiting factor in the ability of the analysis software employed to reliably and accurately analyse brain MRI data. Thus 3T MRI may have produced better quality images for analysis. However, the analysed MRI images were acquired in frame and lacked head motion, which allowed good segmentation of sub-cortical structures to be achieved. Additionally, a bias field correction was also applied to the images.
Secondly, small image artefacts were present around the pin sites and their presence may have limited the accuracy of the SIENAX process. This can be overcome by using pre-op MRI without the frame in future.

Thirdly, we acknowledge that our sample size is small, lowering the power of the study. Furthermore, this is an observational study and therefore, no conclusions about causation are possible. In addition, we have conducted several sub-group analyses in this study. We argue nonetheless that our findings are new and important, they should however, be cautiously interpreted as hypothesis generating rather than confirmatory. Validation of these in larger samples will be required.

Fourthly, the follow-up period for the study was relatively short. The data used for the study was obtained from standard follow up visits following DBS surgery in our unit. There would be great interest in exploring relationships of volumetric data to neuropsychological outcomes over a longer follow up period.

Finally, the gold standard for hippocampal volume estimation is through manual segmentation. However, on visual inspection we believe good segmentation was achieved.

Conclusion

In this paper we showed that following STN-DBS, verbal memory score change appeared to be associated with volumetric data of the thalamus and hippocampus and duration of symptoms. Additionally, patients with a decline in verbal memory score had smaller thalamic and hippocampal volumes compared to those whose scores remained stable. Duration of symptoms and age were also associated with verbal memory score change.

Pre-surgical verbal memory scores were not related to pre-surgical thalamic and hippocampal volumetric data nor to pre-operative clinical variables such as age, duration of symptoms or motor severity (UPDRS Part III score).

Whilst there is evidence for direct involvement of hippocampus and thalamus with the verbal memory, the true role of smaller volumes and their relationship to post-DBS score changes remain unclear. Further studies are needed to fully define the relationships of these structures to post-DBS verbal memory decline.
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